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Mi Marine 
With the MiApp you always have the current location of your vessel(s) in view

With the Mi50 Marine and the beacon series, Moving Intelligence offers various innovative water sport solutions for vessel 

security, tracking systems and control of appliances on your boat. Then there is the logbook, shipping route registration and 

automatic (push) notifications as soon as your vessel or other object leaves and/or arrives at an area. 

Mi50 Marine

The Mi50 Marine is a high quality vessel tracking system with 

which you can track and secure your vessel real-time.  

You can track the location of your vessel(s) because the Mi50 

Marine is connected to the MiApp and the online Moving 

Intelligence platform. The routes sailed by you or your boat 

captain are automatically registered. You then know where your 

boat has been, and you can prevent and demonstrate illicit use. 

With the geofence service you receive a (push) notification as 

soon as your vessel leaves or arrives at a certain area.

The Mi50 also allows use of the MiApp to switch various 

appliances in your vessel on or off such as a heater or refrigerator.

Mi beacons

The Mi7, Mi8 and the Mi9 beacons are GPS/GSM track and 

trace systems with which you can secure and trace your 

vessel(s) and other objects, also after theft. 

The beacons are very small and work on an internal battery. 

This means they can be fitted simply, securely and invisibly in 

any vessel and object. 

After a theft alarm the beacons transmit a signal every hour by 

GSM or GPS (Mi8/Mi9) and every second by radio. Each object 

can then be accurately traced.

Just as with the Mi50 Marine, you can use geofencing to 

receive (push) notifications as soon as your vessel or object 

leaves or arrives at a certain area.

MiApp and online platform 

With the MiApp and the online Moving Intelligence platform you 

can see the current location of all your objects, always and 

everywhere. 

With the Mi50 Marine all shipping routes are displayed in  

real-time and you can view, save and print different reports.

The free MiApp is available for iOS and Android.

The Mi50 Marine and Mi beacon systems are very small and 

simple to assemble. After installation and activation the systems 

are immediately visible on the Moving Intelligence platform and 

in the MiApp. In the online Moving Intelligence platform you can 

activate the required services and choose the duration yourself. 

The services are immediately active after confirmation with 

coverage across the whole of Europe.

Simplicity and user-friendly
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 Advantages

• Simple installation (Mi50 by specialist fitter)

• Very small format

• Easy to use

• Automatic notification with movement

• Own theft tracing service

• GPS coverage across Europe (Mi7/Mi9/Mi50)

• Watertight (Mi8/Mi9 IP65 and Mi50 optional)

• Connection to Emergency Dispatch Centre

• Current location on the platform and in the app

• Managed with MiApp (iOS and Android)

Product specifications

The product specifications of our beacons and the Mi50 Marine are listed below.

Mi7 Mi8 Mi9 Mi50 Marine

Min. working life (1 GSM position a day) 3 years 6 years 8 years Unrestricted

Max. number of positions per 24 hours 1 3 3 Live

PRB (Private Research Bureau) a a a a

Emergency Dispatch Centre a a a a

SCM - TV01 Certified 0 0 a 0

Track Live 0 0 0 a

Radio Frequency a a a 0

GSM a a a a

GPS a 0 a a

Visible on online platform and in MiApp a a a a

Active alarm POI incoming and outgoing a a a a

Battery alarm (<10%) a a a Back-up

Dimensions (mm) 55x52x21 76x67x21 65x54x37 82x87x34

Wireless a a a 0

Movement sensor/active notification a 0 a a

Light sensor/active notification a 0 a 0

Temperature sensor a 0 a 0

Waterproofness 0 IP65 IP65 Optional

VbV Certified vessel tracking system (category 3) 0 0 0 a

Location history (logbook) a a a a

Moving Intelligence

We bring your world on the move under control. This is done 

with hardware that is invisibly built in and with software that 

makes information visible. We help people manage all things 

moving: from car to scooter, from trailer to container, from 

boat to work equipment. We do this for everyone:  

multinational or retailer, fleet manager or proud owner of a 

vintage car. 
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